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Abstract

1

We posit that unfairness between congestion control algorithms in a network often results from actors optimizing,
or attempting to optimize, incompatible utility functions. In
order to mitigate this, we propose that algorithm designers
should explicitly declare a utility function they hope to optimize, which enables theoretical analysis of the safety of the
utility function with respect to other utilities in the network.
When we can place utilities in a common game-theoretic
framework, we can analytically determine the potential for
an application with one of those utilities to be unsafe before
it is deployed in a network, rather than determining safety
properties ad-hoc from measurements after deployment. We
give examples of the types of restrictions and guarantees
that can arise from such a model in the context of rate-based
congestion control protocols.

In the last decade, congestion control protocol designers have
tacitly agreed to move beyond the restrictions of TCP window increase-decrease protocols, designing new algorithms
that attempt to optimize for new performance metrics that
TCP windowing protocols may perform poorly on. Some
proposals make these goals explicit through algorithms that
attempt to maximize an explicitly stated utility, such as PCCVivace, Remy, and Copa [4, 10, 11, 28], while others, such
as BBR [6], describe an algorithm that aims to empirically
maximize a local performance objective.
In the midst of increasing diversity in congestion control
algorithms, researchers have observed that some algorithms
are incompatible, in the sense that an algorithm running
an aggressive protocol might empirically prevent another
application from achieving even minimally acceptable performance. For example, TCP BBR has been shown to occupy a
fixed proportion of the link capacity regardless of the number
of competing NewReno flows [26], while NewReno itself has
been shown to cause TCP Vegas to degrade to zero throughput [19, 21]. Such outcomes raise questions about whether
the goals of these protocols are fundamentally incompatible, or whether there exist yet-undiscovered protocols that
are both fair and achieve good performance that we can
design with sufficient engineering effort. For example, are
some latency-sensitive applications doomed to attain low
throughput when competing with applications that prioritize
throughput, or is it possible for both to coexist in a network?
In the absence of explicit statements about what objectives
each protocol aims to optimize, however, the best we can
do is reason about the behavior of these algorithms through
measurement after deployment [25, 26]. Moreover, when
algorithms do not make their own performance objectives
explicit, studies of fairness must choose performance metrics (such as throughput or latency) to impose uniformly on
the algorithms post-hoc, even if a particular algorithm or
application does not prioritize that metric.
In this paper, we argue that we should reason directly
about the safety of utilities that algorithms aim to optimize,
rather than relying on experiments to validate the mechanistic design of algorithms post-hoc. While the prior literature
on game-theoretic analysis of congestion control has largely
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focused on whether Nash equilibria exist for a given class of
protocols (often window-based increase-decrease protocols)
[3, 7, 8, 24], we show in this paper that we can take a step
further and determine analytically whether heterogeneous
agents will reach safe equilibria, for rate-based protocols that
aim to optimize local utilities. Fine-grained analysis of equilibria in heterogeneous settings is in general difficult, but we
show that it is possible to lower bound equilibrium outcomes
in the worst case, which is sufficient to show certain safety
conditions. As a concrete example, we show in the context
of rate-based protocols that we can define classes of utility
functions such that, if all agents have a utility within the
class, all agents will have nonzero throughput at the Nash
equilibrium – a basic safety condition that is a precursor to
more general statements about fairness. We additionally validate our theoretical results in a simulated network. The tools
we present are a first step towards characterizing the safety
of equilibria for a general class of practical utility functions.
Beyond the concrete guarantees this framework provides
for understanding equilibria in networks, it opens the door to
a number of possibilities for concretely regulating safety in
networks. For example, once we have identified utility functions that are incompatible with each other, how should we
translate that to network policy to prevent unsafe outcomes
in practice? Can we use in-network mechanisms to isolate
applications with incompatible utility functions, allowing
them to coexist by changing the structure of the network?
Can we enforce truthfulness in reporting utility functions
before agents enter the network? Placing protocols in a common analytical framework decouples questions of policy and
technical implementation, allowing the community to discuss issues of fairness in terms of utility functions while
freeing engineers to design the best possible algorithms to
optimize those functions.
In the remainder of the paper, we discuss the relationship
of our work to existing work on utility-based congestion
control and analyses of fairness and equilibria in congestion
control (§2), the network model under which we derive our
analytical results (§3), our analysis of equilibria (§4), provide
an empirical validation of our results through simulation (§5),
and discuss a number of directions for future study (§6).

attained by each agent. Our work, in contrast, focuses on
safety for heterogeneous agents who optimize their true utility rather than a centrally prescribed function. Remy [28]
performs an offline optimization to attain an algorithm that
performs well for a utility on average across a range of network parameters, while we are interested in equilibria in
potentially adversarial environments. Copa [4] uses a utility
formulation to determine a target equilibrium rate that the
algorithm aims to attain when the utilities in a network are
globally known.

2

Related Work

Utility-based congestion control. A line of recent work [4,
10, 11, 20, 28] explicitly states an end-user utility function
and proposes protocols that attempt to optimize that function. The closest related work to ours is PCC-Vivace [11]
and earlier work by Even-Dar et al [12], which use a regret
minimization algorithm that can be shown to provably converge to an equilibrium. PCC-Vivace discusses the potential
to centrally allocate bandwidth by adjusting a parameter in
utility functions as a mechanism to control the bandwidth

Safety and fairness in congestion control. Ware et
al [25, 26] frame competition between protocols in terms
of the harm that a new protocol empirically causes an incumbent protocol on a diverse set of possible metrics, rather than
focusing on achieving fair allocations. In a similar spirit, our
work emphasizes bounding worst-case outcomes as a precursor to making finer-grained statements about fair allocations
for different fairness notions.
In the context of loss-based windowing protocols, Zarchy
et al [29, 30] prove a number of results about preferences that
can coexist in a network. The goals of this work are similar
to ours in providing provable guarantees on (or ruling out)
certain performance outcomes for protocols, but our analysis
abstracts from the mechanistic details of protocols, instead
focusing on generalizing to protocols that optimize a utility
function within a class.
A large literature has explored “friendliness” to TCP window increase-decrease protocols, which is one notion of
safety with respect to legacy algorithms [13, 14, 22, 27].
Brown et al [5] argue that TCP-friendliness restricts innovation in congestion control algorithms in modern networks,
supporting our choice in this work to abstract from algorithmic details and focus on the compatibiity of utility functions.
Perhaps the most well-known metric for fairness in congestion control is Jain’s fairness index [16], which prioritizes
equal allocations to all users. The more general metric of
alpha-fairness [23] encompasses a number of alternative
fairness measures, including proportional fairness, max-min
fairness, and minimum potential delay fairness. Extending
our techniques beyond basic safety criteria to characterize
the quality of equilibria with respect to some of these fairness
measures is an important direction for future work.
Game theoretic equilibrium analysis. Game-theoretic
analyses have been used previously to analyze and argue
about the behavior of many congestion control algorithms,
particularly TCP variants [3, 8]. These analyses, however,
are limited to “legacy” window-based TCP increase-decrease
protocols. As the world of congestion control algorithms
expands beyond TCP, these specialized analyses cannot describe the interactions between TCP and newer protocols.

Safety and Utility in Multi-Agent Congestion Control
Other classic work that models the congestion control
problem as a game [18] aims to design a centralized allocation mechanism to optimize for a global objective. Johari and
Tsitsiklis [17] study the price of anarchy in Kelly’s model.
Another line of work [7, 24] models a general class of protocols that use functions that describe rate increments and
decrements to modulate their rate, and show the existence
and uniqueness of Nash equilibria in their setting, but do not
extend to analyzing the fairness properties of those equilibria.

3

Network Model

In this section, we set up a simple network model with a
single bottleneck link, and in Section 4 we will demonstrate
how to prove safety properties in this model. While the model
is simple, our goal is to give an example of how one can prove
such safety properties within a theoretical framework, and
safety in a simple model is a prerequisite to safety in a more
complex network.
3.1

Preliminaries

We assume multiple agents sharing a single bottleneck link
with capacity C packets per time step. At each time step t,
each agent i chooses a sending rate x i ∈ R+ packets per
time step at which
Í to send packets. The total load on the
link is then B = i x i . Capacity on the link is allocated by a
router that allocates bandwidth proportionally to the agents’
rates. In particular, the realized bandwidth for each agent
is min(C, B) xBi Intuitively, when the total load is below C,
agents receive bandwidth equal to their input rate, and when
the load is above C, the router allocates the total bandwidth
in proportion to the input rates.
If the load is above C, the excess packets (B −C) are stored
in a queue, leading to delay. The queue drains at C packets
per time step, and therefore the additional load results in
B−C
C additional time steps of queueing delay. To simplify
the model, we assume that the penalty for queueing delay
only applies to the time step t at which it was incurred,
and the queue resets to zero at the next time step. (Other
work that analyzes a similar model, such as PCC-Vivace [11],
addresses the issue of cumulative queues by considering only
the change in queueing delay at time t; we assume the queue
drains to simplify the analysis, and leave a comparison of
these two models to future work.)
3.2

Utility Model

We analyze a commonly used utility function [4, 11, 12, 28]
that trades off delay and throughput:

 
Õ
xi
B −C
ui (x i ,
x j ) = min(C, B) − α i x i д
(1)
B
C +
j,i
Í
where B = i x i .
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The agent receives a reward for the allocated bandwidth,
and a penalty that is a convex function д of the delay, weighted
by α i . This utility assumes a rate-based protocol that does
not take loss into account to simplify the exposition, but loss
can be incorporated as a linear term so that the assumptions
of our analysis still hold (e.g., as in PCC-Vivace [11]).
The parameter α i can be thought of as an individual’s
sensitivity to delay; higher α i indicates a latency-sensitive
application such as a video call, while lower α i penalizes
delay less, as in a bulk transfer application like SCP.
For our later analysis, we additionally require д and д ′ to
be strictly monotone increasing, a condition satisfied by, for
example, д(z) = z 2 .1

4

Utility-Based Safety Analysis

In this section, we give an example of a safety condition that
we can derive using the utility framework for the network
model described in Section 3. We first present the safety
guarantee, then instantiate it with a concrete example of real
applications in Section 4.1 and sketch the proof in Section 4.2.
In particular, given a fixed delay sensitivity α min for the
least delay-sensitive agent (i.e., the most aggressive agent)
in the network, we can derive a sensitivity α max for the
most delay-sensitive agent such that this agent is guaranteed throughput greater than zero at equilibrium, even when
other agents with α min ≤ α i ≤ α max are also in the network.
While analyzing heterogeneous equilibria can be difficult
in general, we show that for this congestion control game,
we can derive an upper bound on α max through a comparison
to a “worst-case” symmetric (i.e., homogeneous) equilibrium
in which all agents have a delay coefficient of α min . We refer
to this game as “worst-case” because, as we will show in
Lemma 2, the aggregate rates of players at equilibrium in
this game is an upper bound on the aggregate at equilibrium
in the asymmetric game.
In particular, consider an asymmetric game with n agents
with delay coefficients α min = α 1 ≤ α 2 ≤ . . . ≤ α n = α max
and the corresponding “worst-case” symmetric game with
n agents whose delay coefficients are all equal to α min . Let
Bsym be the sum of the rates of the agents in the worst-case
game at equilibrium (which will be at least C).
Proposition 1. Let Bsym correspond to the equilibrium
total rate in the symmetric game described above. If the delay
coefficient α max of the weakest agent satisfies the condition
α max <

Bsym д

C


B sym −C
C



(2)

work [11, 12] implicitly requires д to be close to linear in order to
satisfy a technical requirement called “social concavity,” which we relax,
allowing us to model latency-sensitive applications whose utility decreases
rapidly as delays increase.

1 Prior
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Fitted α i
1.245
10
0.879

this case, our theoretical bound gives α max = 4.375. Thus,
the three applications we consider can coexist in a network
and all applications will receive nonzero throughput.

Skype voice call
Google Meet
File transfer

Delay
400 ms
100 ms
1000 ms

Bandwidth
2 Mbps
1 Mbps
8.8 Mbps

Table 1: Delay and bandwidth requirements for videoconferencing and file transfer applications.

then the rate x i at the Nash equilibrium will be strictly positive.
Moreover, this result also holds for any number of players
smaller than n.
For example, we can instantiate this bound concretely
for the function д(z) = z 2 , which can describe applications
whose utility decays rapidly as the latency increases:
Corollary 1. Under the conditions of Proposition 1 and
д(z) = z 2 ,
C3
α max <
Bsym (Bsym − C)2
ensures x i > 0 for all i, i.e. all agents send at positive rates at
equilibrium.
4.1

Example

To demonstrate how these bounds translate to practice, we
give a small example of three applications running in a network: a bulk transfer application and two videoconferencing
applications. We use the published connection requirements
for these applications to fit values of α i and then use our
theoretical bound to determine whether the applications can
coexist safely in a network.
We use minimum connection requirements from Skype [2]
and Google Meet (enterprise videoconferencing) [1] to fit
delay coefficients α to utility functions. Skype does not provide latency requirements, so we use latency recommendations from the ITU [15] for voice calls. For file transfers, we
approximate the minimum bandwidth requirement as the
bandwidth at which a 1 GB file would take 15 minutes to
download, around 8.8 Mbps, and a maximum latency of 1
second. The delay and bandwidth requirements for these
applications are listed in Table 1. We assume a 10 Mbps connection and an MTU size of 1500 bytes to convert the speeds
into packets per second.
For each of these applications, we fit a value of α i by
assuming that the minimum requirements correspond to
zero utility. For minimum bandwidth b packets/second and
delay d seconds, we take x i ( xbi − α i d 2 ) ≥ x i ( Cb − α i d 2 ) ≥ 0,
α i ≥ Cdb 2 and solve for a lower bound on the corresponding
α i . Table 1 lists the fitted values of α i for each application.
For these fitted values of α, we have α min = 0.879 (corresponding to the least sensitive agent), and the corresponding
Bsym (computed by simulation for 3 agents) is 1169.12. In

4.2

Proof Sketch

We sketch the proof of Proposition 1 by establishing two
lemmas. These lemmas are general properties of our congestion control game that may be independently useful as tools
for future analysis. The goal is to establish monotonicity
properties on the equilibrium rates so that we can show that
Bsym upper bounds the worst-case aggregate that an agent
might have to respond to.
Í
Consider the best response function r i ( j,i x j ) for an agent
i, i.e. the utility-maximizing rate
Í when the aggregate rate of
the other players is fixed at j,i x j . The first structure we
exploit is that our congestion control gameÍturns out to be a
game of strategic substitutes; that is, when j,i x j increases,
Í
r i ( j,i x j ) decreases. We show this in the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Consider the best response function r i for some
agent i in the congestion control game as defined in Section 3.2
Í
Í
and two possible rate aggregates j,i x j and j,i y j for the
Í
Í
Í
remaining
players. If j,i x j < j,i y j then r i ( j,i x j ) ≥
Í
r i ( j,i y j ).
Next, we use the aggregative structure of the game to
show that the sum of equilibrium rates at any α is upper
bounded by the symmetric equilibrium corresponding to
the least delay-sensitive agent. Intuitively, this symmetric
game is the “most competitive” case and upper bounds the
queueing delay.
Lemma 2. Consider a game with strictly monotone increasing д and д ′, with coefficients α, and let α min = mini α i . Then
consider the symmetric game where α i = α min for every i. Denote the equilibrium total rate for the asymmetric game by
B and the equilibrium total for the symmetric game by Bsym .
Then B ≤ Bsym .
The first lemma controls the behavior of any agent in response to changes in the aggregate, while the second lemma
bounds the aggregate rate for any symmetric game. Combining the two allows us to lower bound the rate of any agent i
at equilibrium for a game with coefficients α.
Consider the least delay sensitive agent, α min = mini α i .
Let Bsym be the sum of rates at equilibrium for a symmetric
game of n agents where α i = α min for every i.
Then by Lemma 2, we know that B(α) < Bsym . Moreover,
we have
Õ
Õ
x j ≤ xi +
x j = B(α) < Bsym .
j,i

j,i

Í
Hence, we also know that
Í j,i x j < Bsym at α, and thus
by Lemma 1 we have r i ( j,i x j ) > r i (Bsym ). Thus, the best
response rate is lower bounded by the best response to Bsym ,
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In Figure 1 we plot our bound against the value of α max
found by brute-force search. The bound is tighter for smaller
values of α min (when the strong agents are stronger) and
looser at larger values (when all agents are more sensitive).
In all cases, the bound is no more than a factor of 4 away
from the empirical value. This suggests that while our bound
can be somewhat pessimistic when all agents are highly
delay-sensitive, it provides useful guarantees particularly for
realistic settings such as the one we explored in Section 4.1.

6
Figure 1: Comparison of theoretical upper bound on
safe α max values with empirical values found by search
for n = 3 agents.
and the safety condition in Proposition 1 follows by solving
for values of α for which this lower bound is 0.

5

Experimental Validation

In this section, we validate our theoretical bound in simulation, and show that the bound gives an accurate and useful
guarantee on outcomes in practice.
While our bound provides guarantees that a particular
αmax results in a nonzero rate at equilibirum, this guarantee
can be pessimistic and even larger α may result in nonzero
rates in practice. If the bound is too loose, we may be disallowing more delay-sensitive agents that could otherwise be
competitive in the network. We explore the tightness of the
bound for quadratic д(z) = z 2 .
We run a network simulator that implements the network
model described in Section 3. The simulated agents take gradient descent steps at every time step.2 We run the simulation
until the partial derivatives of all agents’ utilities are less
than ε = 0.001. The gradient descent step size for all agents
is 0.001. The simulator bandwidth is C = 100 packets per
time step, and agents’ initial rates are random integer values
in [0, C].
This experiment considers n = 3 agents in which one
agent is weak (with delay sensitivity αmax ) and two are
strong (αmin ). We sweep αmin values between 0.001 and
100 and find the corresponding total rate at the symmetric
equilibrium, B max . We then use our theoretical condition
to solve for a safe α min value. However, since this value is
conservative, we continue to brute-force search for values
of α > α max such that the weak agent continues to receive
nonzero throughput when the agents’ rates have converged.
2 While

we do not have a proof of convergence to Nash equilibrium for our
game, we confirmed by brute-force search over the space of rates that when
gradient descent converges, as it does empirically in our experiments, no
unilateral deviation improves any player’s utility.

Discussion and Open Questions

In this paper, we presented one example of an analytical
bound that can be used to ensure that heterogeneous protocols can coexist safely in a network together, under certain
assumptions on the utility functions. Such guarantees can
enable network designers to reason about protocol safety at
a level of abstraction even if the underlying, mechanistic details of the implementations change over time. In this section,
we discuss a number of conceptual questions about network
design and regulation that are raised by our model, as well as
several directions to extend the model to encompass a larger
set of realistic network scenarios.
6.1

Regulating Unsafe Utilities

Our framework provides a way to determine classes of utility
functions such that no algorithm with a utility in the safe
class will receive nonzero throughput. This raises a natural
question: if an agent’s true utility falls outside of the class,
what decisions should network designers, ISPs, or the agents
themselves take next? If a utility is too aggressive, an application with that utility may need to make compromises in order
to be safe in the network; if it is too timid, an application
may not be able to use the network at all without structural
changes to the network. We discuss some possibilities below.
Approximating safe utilities. If an agent’s true utility
results in aggressive behavior, an ISP may require them to
compromise in order to allow more delay-sensitive applications to run safely in the network by optimizing the nearest
utility that does fall in the safe class. In this case, it is important to understand how much this approximation degrades
outcomes for the aggressive agent: is it worthwhile to continue using the network at all, or does it render applications
unusable? Negotiating such compromises may be critical to
making the network usable for a large class of applications.
In-network regulation. Is it possible to run applications
simultaneously in a network if our analysis determines that
they are not compatible? One option in such a scenario is to
use in-network mechanisms to isolate safe classes of utilities,
allocating a subset of bandwidth to each class. One such
mechanism is proposed by Brown et al in [5], in the context
of bandwidth allocation for individual flows; this mechanism
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could be extended to proportional allocation for classes of
flows rather than individual flows.

of the equilibria reached in these more complex topologies
(or study even more basic properties, such as whether these
equilibria exist at all and whether they are unique).

Identifying unsafe behavior. Even if agents declare a
priori that their true utility falls within the safe class, a malicious agent may lie about their utility and act more aggressively at runtime. Can a central authority compute the
expected equilibrium and monitor network traffic to ensure
that agents actually adhere to their declared utility? We conjecture that the answer in our model is yes, as there exist
well-defined algorithms for (asymptotically) optimal play
in the utility model we have analyzed [12], so the goal of
a network monitor would be to ensure that all agents approximately adhere to the rates predicted by optimal play.
Nevertheless, there are clearly numerous technical hurdles
to overcome in implementing such a monitoring system in
practice.
6.2

Extending the Model

While the utility class we analyze is flexible enough to model
a varied set of application preferences, in this section we
discuss several technical extensions to our model that would
make it more useful in practice.
Concave utilities. Our current analysis only supports a
restricted set of utility functions that are concave (which we
use to show monotonicity properties on equilibrium rates)3 .
This model makes sense for latency-sensitive applications
whose utility rapidly degrades as the latency increases, and
can also model bulk transfers that are insensitive to the
amount of queueing delay incurred relative to the throughput obtained. However, it would be important to understand
whether the analysis can be extended to non-concave utilities.
Modeling timid agents. In our model, if aggressive agents
are using the link, highly delay-sensitive agents may not be
able to obtain any throughput if they optimize their true
utility. A more accurate utility model might take the agent’s
own throughput into account in the delay penalty – for example, a penalty that decreases as the throughput decreases
to encourage competitive behavior. Designing and analyzing
the equilibrium behavior of concave utility functions with
this property remains a challenge for future work.
Complex network topologies. Our model studies a single bottleneck link, which can identify unsafe behavior in
one simplified scenario (a prerequisite to being safe in more
complex settings). However, our game can be extended to
more complex settings, in which flows may traverse different
routes with different bottlenecks. An outstanding question is
whether we can use similar techniques to analyze the safety
3 In particular, we can extend our analysis to a more general class of utilities

that satisfy a “strong concavity” assumption [9].

Stackelberg equilibria. Our analysis focuses on Nash
equilibria, in which all agents play simultaneously and arrive at an equilibrium from which no agent can unilaterally
improve. Real-world networking settings might be better
modeled by Stackelberg games, in which a leading agent
chooses its rate first independently of the play of the remaining players. (For example, BBR has been shown to occupy a
fixed 40% share of the link when competing with TCP CUBIC, regardless of the number of competing flows [26]). If
the play of the leading agent is known in advance, it may
be possible to determine the class of safe utilities using our
current analysis. On the other hand, if the play of the leading
agent is unknown, it could mean that many more utilities
are “unsafe” in the sense that those agents will obtain zero
throughput or poor utility. Consider an incumbent agent
that occupes the entire bottleneck bandwidth C – any newly
arriving agents are bound to incur high delay.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we described a framework through which to
understand safety for modern congestion control protocols
that aim to optimize a diverse array of utility functions. We
advocate for an approach that directly reasons about the
safety of the utilities themselves when agents play optimally
with respect to those utilities, rather than designing protocols and understanding their behavior after deployment. In
our work, we demonstrated an example of this type of analysis in the context of rate-based protocols, showing that we
can describe classes of utility functions such that all agents
receive nonzero throughput at the Nash equilibrium. This
preliminary work opens a number of directions for future
work in understanding how such safety concepts can be
translated into networking practice.
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